LOCAL PREPARES DEMANDS FOR 1960

WSNY Aims Special Programs and Features at IUE Shop Workers

WSNY's Holiday Music Program with New Works, and H "Red" Morning has been officially announced from 6 a.m. to 7 a.m. every Monday and Tuesday during this holiday period. The program, which will be presented from the local IUE shop, will feature news, weather, and special music and information relevant to the United Electrical Workers.

Current WSNY is broadcasting two special news reports regarding U.S. government and local news, which will be heard during the program. These news reports will include interviews with union leaders and officials, as well as updates on current events.

SINGING FOR SHOE SHOPS

Recent reports indicate that IUE Shoe Workers are currently engaged in a strike for better working conditions. The workers are demanding higher wages and improved working conditions. WSNY plans to cover this story extensively, providing updates and interviews with the workers and union officials.

French Trade Students Visit Local 301

L. H. St. James, Assistant Secretary, and his staff were present at this event. Local 301's members have been invited to visit the local French trade school and learn about their educational programs.
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LOCAL PREPARES DEMANDS FOR 1960

THE IUE General Conference Board has recommended that the local prepare to submit contract demands for the 1960 negotiations.

The Executive Board and Officers of Local 301 urge you to meet your full financial support to our fellow members in Trenton, N.J., "to carry on their struggle against the GE Company which seems destined to starve them out."

The strikes, their wives, and their children are in need of your moral and financial help. In order to bring this struggle to a successful conclusion.

TO DATE $797.00 HAS BEEN COLLECTED.

INSULATED MATERIALS DEPARTMENT TO BE MOVED IN JANUARY

The General Electric Company has just announced plans to locate its Insulated Materials Department in Somerdale rather than transfer the operation out of town as was formerly contemplated.

In the union, we are very happy with this decision because this not only means keeping the present jobs in Somerdale but may provide additional jobs for the future.

We are in the midst of the 1960 negotiations...and this can only be secured by unity.

CASHING IN on YOUR MONEYS?

In times like these...and under some of the conditions that exist in the GE plants...it pays to belong to a union.

October 1st is the beginning of a chain-wide membership drive to inform our members that a new union is being formed to protect the rights of all workers. We urge all members to join and to help organize the new union.

The only thing that GE understands is money...and they can only be secured by unity.

"LABOR LOOKS AT THE NEWS"
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LOCAL PREPARES DEMANDS FOR 1960 NEGOTIATIONS

The militant strikers of the Trenton Local 425, who recently called a special meeting to discuss the possibility of forming a new union, have been granted permission to hold a meeting on their own.

The Executive Board and Officers of Local 301 urge you to meet your full financial support to our fellow members in Trenton, N.J., to carry on their struggle against the GE Company which seems destined to starve them out.

The strikes, their wives, and their children are in need of your moral and financial help. In order to bring this struggle to a successful conclusion.

TO DATE $797.00 HAS BEEN COLLECTED.

INSULATED MATERIALS DEPARTMENT TO BE MOVED IN JANUARY

The General Electric Company has just announced plans to locate its Insulated Materials Department in Somerdale rather than transfer the operation out of town as was formerly contemplated.

In the union, we are very happy with this decision because this not only means keeping the present jobs in Somerdale but may provide additional jobs for the future.

We are in the midst of the 1960 negotiations...and this can only be secured by unity.

CASHING IN on YOUR MONEYS?

In times like these...and under some of the conditions that exist in the GE plants...it pays to belong to a union.

October 1st is the beginning of a chain-wide membership drive to inform our members that a new union is being formed to protect the rights of all workers. We urge all members to join and to help organize the new union.

The only thing that GE understands is money...and they can only be secured by unity.